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Comments:
At first I thought for days how could I possibly impact a movement such as this, I merely just moved to AK 5
short months ago. Then it hit me. I have been visiting AK for years, 8 times the past three winters. Why? For
the simple fact of how beautiful Alaska is in winter and the ability to get off the beaten path and find the illusive,
"nowhere." It breaks my heart being an avid snowmachiner that months after I followed my dream to some of
the best riding in the world it is being threatened. I can honestly say snowmachining is the #1 reason I
relocated my entire life..not many people can say they have a passion for something that strong like fellow
snowmachiners
I could go on for hours about how snow machining has positively affected my life in endless ways. I have been
able to meet incredible people in which I now call some of my best friends. I shudder to think in the dead of
cold/dark winter in AK what not so positive recreations the youth would be subjected to without the exhilaration
of exploring the unknown via snowmachine.
I have lived in the lower 48 my entire life and nothing has fulfilled my heart more than that feeling of exploring
the unexplored or untouched territory with your closest comrades.
I am strictly OPPOSED to options C & D. loosing more access is simply unacceptable. I support plan B with
some minor adjustments and additives. Let us use our public lands to pass on traditions and explore all that
Alaska has to offer. Let us pass on timeless hobbies. please.

